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Happy August, and welcome back to school for those who have already started the term!

For those who are not quite there yet, are you excited for the return of face-to-face

classes? This month is going to be a hectic month, but we are here to help!

Bob Ertischek, J.D., Yellowdig's Senior Academic Liaison, and Brian Verdine, Ph.D,

Yellowdig's Head of Client Success, are hosting a series of webinars called the Fall Kickoff

Sessions. For anyone that need extra help setting up their community, or just want a

smoother transition into the Fall term, we highly encourage you to attend.

We also have a new product update this month. The "Point Simplification" feature allows

instructors and community facilitators to easily set up points in their communities.

Additionally, we were able to conduct an amazing interview with Shaunak Roy for FHSU's

Professional Development Day. Read more about the video down below, and check out

the full video on our Youtube channel.

Thanks for reading, 
Shaunak & Team Yellowdig
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WATCH THE INTERVIEW HERE >>

Spotlight

An Interview With Yellowdig's CEO, Shaunak Roy
We got the opportunity this Summer to sit with Shaunak to talk about his 7-year

journey with Yellowdig. What was his inspiration for building the platform? How and

where can Yellowdig be used? Why is technology important in learning? How does

Yellowdig help with active learning? He answers all of these questions in the video,

and also gives tips on how to get a successful product off the ground.

Ready to dig into the inside scoop? Click the link below to watch the full interview!

https://youtu.be/BAda4RILr1A?utm_campaign=August%20Newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8wbj7FKH-Ghix3oM0Ok7GxVgWdleNH8wdHlE39gggEML5dbYNwhcJ8hvwSFKiODxdtj4or
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WATCH WALKTHROUGH >>

WATCH VIDEO >>

Latest Product Update

Point Simplification Update
We have a new product update this month! For this Point Simplification feature,

instructors and community facilitators will now have an easier time customizing the

point settings in their communities. From completely turning off points, to configuring

points on "casual" mode, or configuring points to "intensive" mode, you will now be

able to access these settings on your sidebar navigation. Watch our Youtube video

walkthrough for more details. 

3-minute Demo of Yellowdig for New Students
Want your students to be experts on Yellowdig during their first week of class?

Share this quick video with them and they'll be interacting like pros!

Yellowdig Onboarding Checklist
Are you getting started with Yellowdig for the first time this fall? Be sure to check out

the below resources to get you started:

Instructor Certification Course

Guide to our Best Practices

Knowledge Base

Our Youtube Channel

Have questions?
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Join the Yellowdig Instructor Support Community to ask questions or share your own
Yellowdig tips with other instructors using Yellowdig.

Join the YISC
https://yellowdig.app/share/yisc-icc
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